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WHAT IT MEANS TO LOVE A DEAD CHILD

You must forget all you thought you knew about grief when the landscape
of your life has been demolished.
By Jacqueline Dooley
A portrait of Ana by her cousin, Chloe, painted the year Ana died; the two
Were very close [Illustration courtesy of Chloe Mosbacher]

First, forget everything you think you know about
grief. The rules do not apply when it is your child
that dies. The landscape of your life has been
demolished and now you are standing in an
unrecognizable place. It expands in every
direction. You do not know where to go. You are
completely alone.
This is the place you find yourself in when your
child dies. It is desolate. You are desolate. People
keep saying things like, "I can't imagine" and "This
is my worst nightmare" and you realize that your
life is now unrecognizable, not just to them, but to
yourself.
You have become your own worst nightmare.
You do not want to live, but you wake up and get out of bed every day, slogging forward and trying to learn
the rules of this new life. You do this because that is what it means to love a dead child.

The gift
Ana was beautiful. She was smart and funny and determined to live life for as long as she could live it. I
had the gift of Ana in my life for almost 16 years.
Then, one day, Ana was simply gone.
Sometimes I think about the person I was in the years before I became a mother. I recall the people who
knew me back then and wonder how many of them are luckier than me.
I think, "What if I'd known that, 20 years down the road, I was the one who would run out of luck? Would I
have changed everything about the course of my life?"
But I know I would do everything all over again - even losing her - if it meant I could relive the years I had
with her. This is a selfish thought because I am selfish. Would she want to relive it - the pain, the fear, the
sadness? That I would even consider putting Ana through it again just for the chance to see her face is
what it means to love a dead child.

Pixelated memories
My memories of Ana are pixelated. They are embedded in the photos on my laptop. She appears before
me when I log into Facebook - young, smiling, healthy. Ana is real on the screen, but when I step away
from my computer or put my phone down, I am acutely aware that she is fading from the world's memory,
though never from mine.
Indelible. That is the word that best describes motherhood. It is permanent, even after our children grow
up and become parents themselves. Motherhood is indelible - even if (even when) our child dies.
My love is indelible ink and Ana was the paper. The paper is gone, but the ink remains, crumbling,
purposeless. It has no place to land.

Paper is so fragile.
Memories are fragile too. Before Ana died, my memories of her bloomed, vivid. They lingered, then faded
into new ones. I followed each year of her life as if it were a shining path to a certain future: prom,
graduation, college, career, love, marriage, a family of her own. I anticipated Ana's lifetime, stretched in
front of me, a certainty.
What use were the old memories in the bright light of the new ones?
Death claimed Ana's future. Now all I have are the old memories and I am holding onto them too tightly.
They disintegrate under my scrutiny, slipping away like sand through my desperate fingers, showing me
the truth whether I want to acknowledge it or not.
So much of Ana's childhood exists in my unreliable, uncertain mind. The nuances of her are blurred, the
memories are disappearing, and she is not here to replace them.
We remember Ana on her birthday and the day she died by inviting people to fold origami cranes, write
her name on their wings, and leave them in places for strangers to find. We burn candles on Thanksgiving,
Christmas and New Year's Day. We make space for her, in these small ways, even though she no longer
takes up space. The remembering gets harder as time passes.
It is up to me, as her mother, to actualize Ana, to keep her fully realized, to hang onto the precious bits of
her that remain even though I am dealing with the limitations of a brain that cannot hold onto everything.
But what can I say? That is what it means to love a dead child.

A secret between us.
After she died, I found a tiny replica of a book that Ana had molded from polymer clay. She had carefully
sculpted the clay into a rectangle, painted it blue and etched the word "Book" on the front to serve as the
title. The book was slightly concave from the shape of her fingertip when she had tried to press it flat. This
flaw remained after she had baked it into the finished piece.
I carried the tiny sculpture around in my coat pocket for more than two years. I liked to rest my thumb in
the curve where her finger - her warm, slender, living finger - had made that slight indent. It felt like a secret
between us. I had thought the sculpture was safe, but this past January when I reached into my pocket to
touch the little book, it was not there. It had fallen through a hole in my pocket, as things do.
I fell to my knees and searched for that book, needing to feel the shape of Ana's fingertip one more time. I
knew it was a lost cause, but I hunted for it anyway. I retraced my steps, casting my eyes down - on the
lawn, on the kitchen floor, in the back seat of the car - I did this for days and my grief rose as my desperation
grew until, finally and with a sob, I had to admit what I had known all along. The sculpture was gone forever,
along with the girl who made it.
That is what it means to love a dead child.

A living echo
I walk on nature trails in a semi-rural, semi-suburban part of New York located about 90 miles north of
Manhattan.

On my cold, quiet walks, I study the sky and the leafless trees looking for owls or hawks or woodpeckers.
I bring my dog with me even though he pulls on the leash, impatient as I drag my feet, looking up at the
sky. He eyes me anxiously when I stop to study a bird or take pictures of the clouds. Sometimes I lift him
and carry him along the path and he settles into me, content to go where I take him.
He was our family's first dog, adopted when Ana was 14. She had begged for a puppy and she had been
so sick. How could I say no? Ana loved the dog and now I love the dog. He comes with me on almost
every walk. He is like a tiny surrogate of Ana, a living echo of her love. He is all joy and warmth and pink
tongue kisses.
I imagine her approval as I slip him into his harness and take him outside.
When I walk, I look up. I tell myself it is because I want to see the birds. I tell myself it is because Ana loved
the sky and by taking the time to notice its beauty, I am honoring her. I tell myself these lies because I
know the truth makes me sound crazy.
The real reason that I keep looking up is because I am searching for a sign that Ana still exists, that her
soul survives above the painful reality of the physical world. I hope with all of my heart that she is there,
floating behind a veil that is just beyond my sight.
I look down, too - for feathers and rocks shaped like hearts and that lost sculpture that might miraculously
find its way back to me. As the years pass, I have stopped caring if this makes me seem crazy because
believing in the impossible is what it means to love a dead child.

A burden too heavy to carry
In the ebb and flow of a given day, I am perpetually hanging on and letting go, finding my footing only to
discover that I am lost. It is exhausting, but it is not all sorrow all the time. How could that be the case when
Ana brought me so much joy?
I am aware of life now. I do not mean my life. I mean the miracle of everything: the way the mist curls up
from my humidifier in gentle spirals like cirrus clouds, how the birds sing their morning chorus about 10
minutes after the sun comes up, the quiet hum of the pellet stove, the way my younger daughter's hair
shines beneath the glow of her fairy lights.
The world presents itself to me in stark relief and I am perpetually in awe of how much of it I had missed
before my life stopped and I had to figure out how to start it again.
On the days when the burden is too heavy to carry - which is most days by 1pm - I crawl into bed full of
gratitude because I work from home. I can pause whenever I need a break.
As I lie in bed, I imagine all the people in all the offices throughout the globe, click, click, clicking away on
their computers while I let my weary bones rest on a bed that helps bear the weight of my grief. I doze
beneath the soft warmth of a beige Berber throw until the exhaustion passes and I can stand up again and
finish the day.

Joy and sorrow
First, forget everything you think you know about grief and now, reimagine it.
It may take three years or five or 20, but there will come a time when you fully recognize the landscape
that was once so strange it seemed impossible to comprehend - life without your dearest one, life without
your baby.
You will understand, with time, how to navigate the darkest parts of your new normal and you will begin to
recall your child with joy. This will happen slowly at first, but with increasing frequency. You will notice the
light returning, like a faint line of breadcrumbs on a barren, winter trail.
You will accept the contradiction that joy and sorrow are inextricably linked, twisted together in a brand
new emotion that keeps your child alive and present within your heart. You will welcome this, in the end.
There is no way to go back to the life you once knew because you will understand, at last, that this is what
it means to love a dead child.

Healing does not separate us.
Ever.
Yet our minds like to tell us the opposite.
The guilt, shame, and blame come creeping
in the moment we feel even one iota of
happiness.
When a smile flashes across our face.
When we find ourselves laughing, actually
experiencing joy.
Or when you realize that yesterday was the 13th, 'the date', 37 months ago that you said
goodbye.
That was my today.
How did I not realize?
Why didn't it cross my mind?
Am I forgetting? Is the memory fading?
NO.
N-O.
But this happens.
It happened to me today…
Acknowledge then release the guilt, shame, and blame.
This creates space. Not space, as in separation between you and your child, but space to
make room for more connection, more love.
Healing does not negate the loss. Their death. The pain.
Rather healing allows us to grow closer to them.
By honoring our lives, the remainder of our time here, we honor them.

The more we love ourselves, the more we heal, the more our love grows for them.
So, say the thought out loud. Then forgive it and choose to edit the script.
Healing does not mean separation from them.
It offers a gift of truly understanding that no distance can ever separate our love.

___________________________________

Please visit our website for complete details
There’s still time! Register today!

2020 BPUSA VIRTUAL GATHERING WORKSHOPS
“Wings of Hope At Home”
FINDING HOPE THROUGH EXPRESSIVE ARTS
The Warrior Within: Living Inside Your Story With Grace - Beth D’Angelo
Grief Yoga® – Cat Guthrie
Reflecting on Purpose after Loss: Art Therapy for the Artistically Challenged – Vickie Lundy
Finding Peace through the Page – Crystal Webster
The Gift of Music through Grief and Bereavement – Vanessa Pentz
Healing Hearts Meditation – Ann Irr Dagle
The Therapeutic Benefits of Writing Through Grief and Loss - Susan Casey
HOPE FOR OUR GRIEF JOURNEY
The Incredible Impact That Grief Has On Our Lives – Gary Roe
Following the Yellow Brick Road: Our Personal Odyssey Through Grief – Beth D’Angelo, Debbie Byron,
Bobby Morton
Journey into the Looking Glass: Finding Hope - Power of Positivity – Dr. Mary Welsh
A Grief Equation – An Engineer Looks at Grief - Paul Balasic
A Mother Still? Life, Years after the Death of an Only Child/All Children – Dr. Susan Bartel
HOPE IN OUR SPIRITUAL CONNECTIONS
Who Am I Now? – Sara Ruble
Co-Existing With Our Children in Grief & Spirit – Sara Ruble, Bobby Morton, Beth D’Angelo
Death Teaches ~ Finding New Meaning – Sara Ruble
Beyond Signs: Living and Growing With and Without Your Loved One – Chris Mulligan

FINDING HOPE IN OUR PURPOSE
Navigating Life after Loss – Kelly & Jay Kovaleski
How Do I Survive? 7 Steps to Living After Child Loss – Pat Sheveland
Finding Yourself Within the Grief – Julie Blackburn
How Do I Live Without You? – Cindy Magee
Finding Peace and Joy After Child Loss: Helpful Tips for Bereaved Parents – Dr. Alycia Marshall

HOPE THROUGH EMOTIONAL WELLNESS
Coping Strategies for Grief & Loss – Anne Moss Rogers
Bright Futures – Sadija Smiley
How Personality May Affect Grieving and Mourning – Sam Timbrook
Exploring the Human Experience of Grief; A Spiritual Journey – Bobby Morton, Chris Mulligan, Beth D’Angelo,
Debbie Byron
10 Healthy Ways to Feel Better During Grief – Dr. Doug & BJ Jensen

HOPE WITHIN OUR FAMILIES AND COMMUNITIES
He Said, She Said: How People Respond Differently to Loss – Susan & Darrell Carr
Men In Grief – Bobby Morton
Apart From Us, But Always A Part of Us – Lora & Dave Krum
Rock On: Mining for Joy in the Deep River of Sibling Grief - Susan Casey
Your Future: 6 Estate Planning Must Haves – Melissa Leavy
Grief and Hope Inside the Opioid Crisis – Ellen Krohne & Diana Cuddeback, LCSW

HOPE THROUGH OUR FAITH
What To Do with Guilt, Shame, and Regret – Dr. Doug & BJ Jensen
The Many Facets of Forgiveness – Laura Diehl
Struggling to Reclaim My Faith – Dennis Apple
When Tragedy Strikes: Rebuilding Your Life with Hope and Healing – Laura Diehl

HOPE FOR BEREAVED SIBLINGS
Navigating Life After Losing a Sibling – The Kovaleski Family
Phantom Limb: Living with the Loss of a Sibling – Sarah Kravits
Parents and Siblings Idea Exchange – Sarah Kravits and Susan Casey
YOU-nique Footprints: Taking Individuality by Storm – Michayla Kovaleski

THE TREE BEFORE AND AFTER
There is a tree near the Nickel Bridge and Byrd Park in Richmond. After a storm in June of 2016, it looked
ragged, and broken. All the trees around it had
leaves and branches.
This one looked singed by lightning– alone and
naked. Among its grove mates, it had been
devastated. It had a few branches but they
were stripped of foliage and it had a curious
formation at the top. A heart. I could not even
imagine how lightning could carve a sculpture
like that out of the top of a tree.
It looked dead. In fact, I thought that if they did
cut it down, I would want that top part. I took a
picture and made it a #griefheart.
We walked to Arts in the Park today, a
Richmond tradition, and I walked by the tree. It
had changed dramatically.
At first, I wondered if I had the right tree. I looked up and saw the damaged limb, the heart that always has
my heart. Although well covered at this point, I could see the black residue still from the lightning strike two
years earlier. I can see the heart part more clearly in the winter, before it leafs out.
You can’t see the heart here in this picture
although I did see it finally with my naked eye.
What struck me was that it that it had regrown
new limbs and is now thriving. It had
rebounded. I can tell you that last summer, it
looked iffy still.
You see this tree and I have a relationship
I was coaxing it back to health in my head,
hoping it would survive. For a year after I took
that first picture, I watched it. Waited. Hoped it
would survive.
I even thought about wrapping a note around it
with a picture of the original #griefheart saying
that if they removed or chopped down the tree,
I’d like to have the top part. Totally crazy idea.
Even crazier, I didn’t do it because I thought it would discourage the tree. That it would undermine its
capacity to come back to life and feel defeated.
I kept thinking one day I’d drive by and it would be gone because they had chopped it down.
But it fought back this spring and although a bit rangy in terms of symmetry, it was otherwise
flourishing. That made me smile. And cry just a little.
It made it. It fought to survive a serious setback. The wound still there hidden under the layers of new
growth.

It took the tree two years to come back to life. Recovery was not instant.
That’s what I want you to know. No matter how bad it gets, how beat down you are, how bad the
devastation, tomorrow is another day, next week is a new week, next year a new opportunity. At first, it
feels insurmountable and overwhelming.
Just like that tree, you can come back after adversity. It won’t be easy, or fast. Your wound can heal. It will
still be there but new life will surround it. And you will be stronger.
Anne Moss Rogers is a keynote speaker at our 2020 Virtual Gathering (details on page 5)
I am an emotionally naked TEDx speaker, and author of the Book, Diary of a Broken Mind. I raised two
boys, Richard and Charles, and lost my youngest son, Charles to substance use disorder and suicide
June 5, 2015. I help people foster a culture of connection to prevent suicide, reduce substance misuse
and find life after loss. My motivational, training and workshop topics include suicide prevention,
addiction, mental illness, and grief. As talented and funny as Charles was, letting other people know they matter was
his greatest gift. And now the legacy I try and carry forward in my son's memory. Professional Speaker Website.
Trained in ASIST and trainer for the evidence-based 4-hour training for everyone called safeTALK. View all posts by
Anne Moss Rogers

Can you sit with this ocean of grief?
Can you feel the gravity of what is happening
without rushing towards silver linings
or happy endings?
Let the wound bleed a little longer
without running to cauterize it
with certainty or guarantees.
Let the lacerations cut a little deeper
carving lessons of the great mystery
into your flesh
and lean in close
to the pain.

Can you soothe without numbing?
Feel the deep and raw somatic sensations
that swell and ooze
through each subtle body layer.
Paint new landscapes with your frayed nerves
as your tongue searches for words
in a language that you have never had to speak before.
Feel the searing truth that nothing is certain
not today
or tomorrow
not the very next breath.
It never was
but in this moment
we cannot ignore that.
Death sits close right now
we have a front row seat
to the cycles
of living and dying.
Feel the shakiness of your trust
the gnawing fear
the sting of loss
the burning anger
the confusion leaving you grasping
for why
and how
and when will this end?
Dissolve into the stillpoint
beyond thinking and doing
and feel the exquisite ache
of the heartbreaking
heart-opening act
of surrender.
~ Gina Puorro
www.ginapuorro.com/
____________________________

